
0-3 MONTHS OLD SWEATER WITH BUTTONHOLE SHOULDER OPENING

             ANINO OGUNJOBI



MATERIALS NEEDED

1 x 100gms double knitting yarn (100% acrylic): solid colour (Apple 16 -  Robin by Thomas B. Ramsden )
1 x 25 gms double knitting yarn : 100% acrylic : multi coloured (Spearmint 57- Robin by Thomas B. Ramsden)
1 Needle transfer tool
Ravel chord
Tapestry needle
Waste yarn ( 10gms 100% acrylic yarn)
Cast on comb
Sewing machine
Sewing thread to co-ordinate the yarn
Knitting machine : LK150 or K360 ( or any flat bed knitting machine that can knit stockinet )
Buttons x 2

ABBREVIATION
COL: carriage on left
COL: carriage on right
LN: left needle
RN: right needle
ST: stitch
STS: stitches
R: row
S: stitch
DEC: decrease
INC: increase

RC: row counter

WATCH THE VIDEO ON YOUTUBE: ANINO TV

VISIT WEBSITE: WWW.ANINOOGUNJOBI.COM



TEXT SUMMARY   FRONT AND BACK OF SWEATER
Garment type           :Sweater
Sleeve type            :Set-in
Neck style - front     :Round
Neck style - back      :Straight

This garment was based on the following dimensions:
To fit Chest                    :  43.0 cm    + ease    3.5 cm
To fit Waist or hip             :  46.5 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Nape to garment length   :  24.0 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Arm length               :  18.5 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Upper arm                :  14.5 cm    + ease    3.5 cm
To fit Wrist                    :  10.4 cm    + ease    4.0 cm
To fit Shoulder to shoulder     :  17.5 cm    + ease    0.5 cm
To fit Arm hole depth           :   7.6 cm    + ease    1.5 cm

Main Tensions        23.53 Stitches &  31.58 Rows per 10 cm
Welt, Cuff, and Neckband Tensions 23.53 Stitches &  31.58 Rows per 10 cm

Tension dial setting or needle sizes
stitch 3 dial lk150
Notes about this shape file; stockinet. buttonhole shoulder opening

Cast on LN27..RN27.

Knit 6 rows of welt (2.0cm).
If necessary, knit an additional row to put carriage at left.
Knit preselect row.
Set RC to 0.

TEXT SUMMARY RIGHT AND LEFT SLEEVE
Garment type           :Sweater
Sleeve type            :Set-in
Neck style - front     :Round
Neck style - back      :Straight

This garment was based on the following dimensions:
To fit Chest                    :  43.0 cm    + ease    3.5 cm
To fit Waist or hip             :  46.5 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Nape to garment length   :  24.0 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Arm length               :  18.5 cm    + ease    0.0 cm
To fit Upper arm                :  14.5 cm    + ease    3.5 cm
To fit Wrist                    :  10.4 cm    + ease    4.0 cm
To fit Shoulder to shoulder     :  17.5 cm    + ease    0.5 cm
To fit Arm hole depth           :   7.6 cm    + ease    1.5 cm

Main Tensions        23.53 Stitches &  31.58 Rows per 10 cm
Welt, Cuff, and Neckband Tensions 23.53 Stitches &  31.58 Rows per 10 cm

Tension dial setting or needle sizes
stitch 3 dial lk150
Notes about this shape file
stockinet. buttonhole shoulder opening

Cast on LN17..RN17.

Knit 6 rows of welt (2.0cm).
If necessary, knit an additional row to put carriage at left.
Knit preselect row.
Set RC to 0.



BACK SWEATER CONTINUES 2

.Set RC to 000 knit 12 rows ( this is because the welt is a mock rib

If reforming rib then knit 6 rows of welt).
Pick up loops to form mock rib and increase 1 stitch.

With  main yarn A; apple green yarn,  start knitting bodice with tension 3
stitch dial on carriage . Set RC to 000

R1: K54.

Rows 2-41: As row 1.

When knitting the next row: Dec 3 sts at left.

R42: K51.

When knitting the next row: Dec 3 sts at right.

R43: K48.

R44: As row 43 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R45: K46.

Rows 46-47: As row 45 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R48: K44.

Rows 49-50: As row 48 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R51: K42.

Rows 52-69: As row 51 (without the shaping).

 Cast off remainder. End of piece.

SWEATER BACK
0-3 months sweater original pattern drafting /  (54stitches x 69rows)

Garment text

Cast on 54 (Left needle 27 to right needle 27)

Using the 1 by 1 Needle pusher, place it from the second needle on the left and
push every alternate needle back to Non-working position.

Tension dial 3 on mast and 2 on carriage

Cast on with the waste yarn and knit several rows,

ending with carriage on left (COL). Knit 1 Row with the ravel chord.

Carriage is now on the right (COR).

Still on tension 2 on stitch dial, with main yarn A ; apple-green yarn

Set RC to 000 knit 12 rows ( this is because the welt is a mock rib

Still on tension 2 on stitch dial, with main yarn A ; apple-green yarn



SWEATER FRONT
0-3 months sweater original pattern drafting /  (54stitches x 69rows)

Garment text

Cast on 54 (Left needle 27 to right needle 27)

Using the 1 by 1 Needle pusher, place it from the second needle on
the left and push every alternate needle back to Non-working position.

Tension dial 3 on mast and 2 on carriage

Cast on with the waste yarn and knit several rows,

ending with carriage on left (COL). Knit 1 Row with the ravel chord.

Carriage is now on the right (COR).

Still on tension 2 on stitch dial, with main yarn A ; apple-green
yarn

Set RC to 000 knit 12 rows ( this is because the welt is a mock rib.

If reforming rib then knit 6 rows of welt).
Pick up loops to form mock rib and increase 1 stitch.

With  main yarn A; apple green yarn,  start knitting bodice with
tension 3 stitch dial on carriage . Set RC to 000

R1: K54.

Rows 2-41: As row 1.

When knitting the next row: Dec 3 sts at left.

R42: K51.

When knitting the next row: Dec 3 sts at right.

R43: K48.



FRONT SWEATER CONTINUES 2

R44: As row 43 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R45: K46.

Rows 46-47: As row 45 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R48: K44.

Rows 49-50: As row 48 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R51: K42.

Rows 52-57: As row 51 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Hold LN4..RN21.

R58: K17.

R59: As row 58 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 4 sts at right.

R60: K13.

R61: As row 60 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at right.

R62: K12.

Rows 63-64: As row 62 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at right.

R65: K11.

FRONT SWEATER CONTINUES 3

Rows 66-69: As row 65 (without the shaping).

 Cast off remainder. Then select Ready.

 ----------------- New section -----------------

 Pick up 17

R58: K17.

When knitting the next row: Dec 4 sts at left.

R59: K13.

Rows 60-61: As row 59 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left.

R62: K12.

Rows 63-64: As row 62 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left.

R65: K11.

R66: As row 65 (without the shaping).

 Cast off remainder. End of piece.



SWEATER SLEEVE: LEFT
0-3 months sweater original pattern drafting /  (42stitches x 56rows)

Garment text

Cast on 34 (Left needle 17 to right needle 17)

Using the 1 by 1 Needle pusher, place it from the second needle on the left and
push every alternate needle back to Non-working position.

Tension dial 3 on mast and 2 on carriage

Cast on with the waste yarn and knit several rows,

ending with carriage on left (COL). Knit 1 Row with the ravel chord.

Carriage is now on the right (COR).

Still on tension 2 on stitch dial, with main yarn A ; apple-green yarn

Set RC to 000 knit 12 rows ( this is because the welt is a mock rib.

If reforming rib then knit 6 rows of welt).
Pick up loops to form mock rib and increase 1 stitch.

With  main yarn A; apple green yarn,  start knitting bodice with tension 3 stitch
dial on carriage . Set RC to 000

R1: K34.

Rows 2-9: As row 1.

When knitting the next row: Inc 1 sts at left, Inc 1 sts at right.

R10: K36.

Rows 11-18: As row 10 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Inc 1 sts at left, Inc 1 sts at right.

R19: K38.



SWEATER SLEEVE: LEFT continues 2

Rows 20-27: As row 19 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Inc 1 sts at left, Inc 1 sts at right.

R28: K40.

Rows 29-36: As row 28 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Inc 1 sts at left, Inc 1 sts at right.

R37: K42.

R38: As row 37 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 3 sts at right.

R39: K39.

When knitting the next row: Dec 4 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R40: K34.

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R41: K32.

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R42: K30.

R43: As row 42 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R44: K28.

R45: As row 44 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R46: K26.

SWEATER SLEEVE: LEFT continues 3

R47: As row 46 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R48: K24.

R49: As row 48 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R50: K22.

R51: As row 50 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R52: K20.

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R53: K18.

R54: As row 53 (without the shaping).

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R55: K16.

When knitting the next row: Dec 1 sts at left, Dec 1 sts at right.

R56: K14.

 Cast off remainder. End of piece.

    REPEAT LEFT SLEEVE INSTRUCTIONS TO  MAKE

   RIGHT  SLEEVE



KNITTING THE NECKBAND

STEP 1: with the right side of knit front facing the right side
of back sweater, join the left  front shoulder to the left back
 shoulder with pins and stitch using the sewing machine.

Pick up stitches for the shoulder, back, front neckband or welt,
except the right front shoulder. With  yarn (for welt) ,
knit 1 row using stitch dial 3(this is because, the stitches are tight,
carriage needs to move freely).
 And then change stitch dial to “2” and knit 11 rows.
Row counter shows 12.
 Pick up loops to form rib and cast off.

NOTE: Neckband is not a mock-rib.  Stitches are picked up
(like in mock-rib) to make the neckband firm.



KNITTING THE BUTTONHOLE (watch the video on youtube: Anino tv)

STEP 1: Put the button on the front or back of the knitwear, to determine the number of stitches needed to knit the buttonhole.
(For me it was “4” stitches).

STEP 2: Pick up stitches for the shoulder (Hang the shoulder area where the buttonhole is to be knitted) on the knitting machine,and then knit half of the
rows needed for the welt.  (Using tension 3 on the stitch dial and yarn in carriage, knit “one” row from right to left. Change stitch dial to 2.5 and knit “2”
more rows. Carriage is on the left.  Row counter shows “3”) ( For example:- if you need to knit “8” rows for the welt, half of “8” rows is 4 rows).
However, since I am folding my welt as in mock rib because I love thick welts, so my pattern calls for 6 rows of welt ( because I am folding  the welt,
I will need 12 rows to form my welt, that is “6” rows on one side, and 6 rows on the other side). So I will knit 3 rows  first.

STEP 3:  Push the needles for the actual button hole to “hold position” ( evenly spacing the position for buttonholes) and with the ravel chord,
 manual knit “only” those needles.

STEP 4:  Continue knitting the band until you are half way on the other side. ( For me, my row counter shows “9”. That is first 3 rows before the
Buttonhole  and “3” more rows to complete the “6” rows needed for the first side of welt and “3” more rows for the half of the second side of welt).

STEP 5: If you notice, the stitches on the ravel chord has extra loop above the ravel chord compare to the stitches below.

STEP 6: Bring forward, the same needles that was used to knit the ravel chord for the buttonhole. Add one extra needle to the left of the needle.
( For example, I used “4” needles for each set of my ravel chord-buttonhole ( and I made 2 set of buttonholes), so now, I will push the same needles
 Forward, with one extra needle to the left of each set of needle, making it “5 needles” for buttonhole (this is because of that extra loop above).

STEP 7: Bring the right needle to upper working position, stitches goes behind the latch. Pick up the right hand (first loop) above the ravel chord
 and place on the right hand needle. knit the pick up stitch by pushing the needle backwards.

STEP 8: Transfer the stitch in step 7 to the next needle on the left.  Bring this needle to upper working position.  With  both stitches behind the latch,
 Pick up the coordinating loop above the ravel chord and then place on hook of needle. Knit it manually.

STEP 9: Continue in this way (step 7 and 8), with the rest of the buttonhole stitches until there are as many empty needles as you need for the buttonhole
 and the last loop is picked up.

STEP 10: Pick the extra (last )loop and use it to knit the stitches on this extra needle. But do not transfer the stitch on the extra needle after it has
 been knitted.

STEP 11: Pick up the loops from below the ravel chord and place on the empty needles (“4”  loops). Remove ravel chord.

STEP 12: continue knitting the remaining rows.( Row counter shows 12). Pick loops ( of first row) to secure the welt. Knit one row and cast off.
Insert the transfer tool into the buttonhole welt, to close the stitches. Remove ravel chord.



SEWING THE SLEEVES AND SIDE OF GARMENT

Overlap buttonhole and pin in place.
attach arm of sleeve to arm of sweater, and stitch in place.
Sew side seams.
Darn loose yarn.



Front sweater



Back sweater



Sleeve




